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BLACK-GRASS INCURSION - UPDATE 

Following five rounds of surveillance, there is no 

sign of black-grass in mid Canterbury. 

 

The next round is due the week starting the 10th 

of February. 

 

MPI contractors are undertaking surveillance 

between Methven and Ashburton in response to 

the spillage of red fescue seed believed to be 

contaminated with black-grass along the route. 

 

A further five rounds of surveillance are scheduled 

to take place in the next five months. 

 

In addition to the surveillance, contractors have 

applied selective herbicide to areas thought to be 

high-risk for black-grass establishment. 

 

A second round of treatment is set for March 

2014. 

 

 

SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS 

The NZ Grain & Seed Scholarship winner in 2013 

was Anthony Mourtis. Anthony has now 

completed his final year’s exams at Massey 

University with good results. 

 

Anthony has commenced (Dec 13) a new job with 

Ravensdown as an account manager for the south 

Waikato area. 

 

Anna Buter is the recipient of the Association’s 

2014 Scholarship. Anna commences her second 

year of studies at Lincoln University. 

 

BIOSECURITY – GIA 

On 12 December cabinet approved the GIA 

(Government Industry Agreement) Deed as a 

mechanism to improve biosecurity readiness and 

response. See: http://www.gia.org.nz/ 
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Under the GIA, primary industry organisations and 

the Ministry for Primary Industries can sign a Deed 

that formally establishes the biosecurity 

partnership. Signatories share decision making, 

costs, and responsibility in preparing for and 

responding to biosecurity incursions. 

 

The Government advises that relevant industry 

bodies won’t pay their full share of readiness costs 

until 2020 and won’t pay their full share of 

response costs until 2023. Costs will start being 

shared for readiness from July 2014 and for 

responses from July 2017. 

 

Some recent events are a reminder for the seed 

industry to be aware of biosecurity risks and the 

need to be prepared for an incursion. 

 

It is possible that a new industry group needs to 

be established and operational agreements 

developed to set out the tasks and responsibilities 

for all involved. 

 

IMPORTERS WORKSHOP 

On 9 December the Association ran a well-

attended half-day workshop for industry members 

involved in the importation of seed into New 

Zealand. 

 

MPI presented case studies on what 

documentation is needed and when, the 

requirements before and after seed arrives into 

the country, storage and cleaning matters, what it 

means to have ISTA testing, dealing with small 

packets coming through NZ Customs and GM 

issues were covered. 

 

Zane Webber from the Margot Forde Germplasm 

Centre gave a presentation and talked of his 

overseas seed gathering experiences and the 

protocols for importing seed for research. 

 

Mainfreight and GVI kindly sponsored the 

workshop proceedings. 

 

Due to the popularity of the workshop it will be 

repeated in March for interested North Island – 

based members.  The likely location for the 

workshop will be at MPI’s office at Auckland 

Airport. 

 

EPA - SUBMISSIONS SOUGHT ON FUNGUS 

The Environmental Protection Authority (EPA) has 

recently closed (24 January 2014) Submissions on 

an application to allow the release of a non-toxic 

Neotyphodium fungus. 

 

The fungus can improve the resistance of rye corn 

and other cereal crops to pests and diseases. 

 

Improving the crops’ resistance will lead to a 

reduction in the use of pesticides and fungicides, 

and an improvement in farm productivity. 

 

Neotyphodium is a genus of endophyte that 

colonises seed from the host plants. This genus 

does not produce toxins that may be harmful to 

humans or animals. 

 

Background to application can be viewed at: 

http://www.epa.govt.nz/search-

databases/Pages/applications-

details.aspx?appID=APP201774 

 

NZ/TAIWAN TRADE AGREEMENT 

On 1 December an economic cooperation 

agreement concluded between New Zealand and 

Taiwan came into force. 

 

The Agreement between New Zealand and the 

Separate Customs Territory of Taiwan, Penghu, 

Kinmen and Matsu on Economic Cooperation 

(ANZTEC)—signed July 10 in Wellington—is 

Taiwan’s first free trade pact with a nondiplomatic 

ally. 

 

It is expected that the ANZTEC will generate 

greater economic benefits for both countries and 

further cement bilateral ties across the board. 

 

Separately, Taiwan is looking to join the TPP 

negotiations. 
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TRANS PACIFIC TRADE AGREEMENT 

The next round of talks in the long running trans-

Pacific Partnership Trade agreement is scheduled 

to take place in February. 

 

The TPP agreement is of vital importance to the 

seed industry as the negotiations potentially 

include a requirement for the New Zealand 

Government to align our domestic laws with the 

globally recognised UPOV 91 which provides 

stronger legal certainty for plant breeders. 

 

UPOV is the acronym for the International Union 

for the Protection of New Varieties of Plants, 

which was struck in 1991. 

 

The TPP is close to conclusion and will enable the 

freer flow of exports between the partner 

countries. 

 

The TPP talks involve NZ and 11 other countries 

including: Australia, Brunei Darussalam, Canada 

Chile, Japan, Malaysia, Mexico, Peru, Singapore, 

the United States, Viet Nam. 

 

NZ HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES Report on 

briefing from the Grain & Seed Industry to Primary 

Production Committee  - see this report by going 

to the Website www.nzgsta.co.nz/whats-new/  

 

POLITICS - 2014 

On 21 January John Key announced some minor 

changes to the National-led Government's 

Ministry. 

Of interest to the seed industry, the following 

Ministers were reconfirmed: 

• Nathan Guy - Minister of Primary 

Industries 

• Amy Adams - Minister for the 

Environment 

• Steve Joyce - Minister of Science and 

Innovation 

• Nikki Kaye - Minister for Food Safety 

• Jo Goodhew - Associate Minister for 

Primary Industries 

Parliament resumed its business for the year on 

28 January. 

 

SECTIONAL BUSINESS GROUP REPORTS  

Forage & Turf Business Group 

Report January 2014 

 
General comments & reports from the market: 

New Zealand market: 

The small seed harvest is just getting underway at 

the time of writing this report. Up to end of 

December the Canterbury region had a number of 

cool wet days, which look to put the harvest back 

by about two weeks. In the later part of January 

we have seen a change in the weather conditions 

to being a lot drier with increased wind. The early 

indications of seed yield have been average with 

light seed coming off the dryland areas. We still 

need the odd rain shower to help the later crops 

finish off. The pastoral farmers will not be wanting 

to see a repeat of last year’s drought conditions, 

which had effect on the overall forage seed sales 

last year. 

 

Storage issues in the processing plants, doesn’t 

seem to be as great a concern as last year, with a 

lot seed from last harvest being shipped out 

before Christmas or during Jan this year. 

The Huia white clover market seems to be staying 

firm with the Nui Ryegrass market being very 

quiet. 

Seed Testing / Certification comments: 

- Seed Labs are ready and waiting for 

samples from the new harvest.  The 

AsureQuality Lab in Palmerston North has 

had a major upgrade, which will help with 

increased throughput of samples and 

overall increased efficiency of this lab 

which in turn should decrease delays in 

testing. 

- AsureQuality also have good stocks in 

place of labels, so we should see no hold 

ups in supply of labels to the processing 

stores this year. 

- Crop inspections seem to have gone 

smoothly this year, with no major issues, 

and all crop inspections up to date. 
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MPI / SQMA: 

In reference to the large Seed Lot sizes; SQMA 

management met with interested parties in mid-

December to discuss what was required for a seed 

processor to get registered to process up to 25 

tonne lots. The cost of the registration is still a 

major hurdle, which SQMA and the industry are 

trying to work through. There are looking to be 

some very good cost saving and benefits for the 

whole industry if seed processors are able to 

process up to 25 tonne lots. To get registered the 

seed processors have to sample and test 120 

samples first off, which have to be Heterogeneity 

tested, and then a number of random / check 

samples over 100 lots have to also be taken and 

tested, and this is where the large cost to register 

is coming from. 

 

PMAC – Update: 

Certification Review: 

The certification review is one of PMAC’s top 

priority projects for 2013/14. The review’s 

objective is to enhance and streamline the current 

phytosanitary certification process (assurance 

system) and align expectations for producers, 

exporters, IVA’s and MPI. There is no intention to 

alter the fundamental shape of the certification 

process or how the different parties interact, just 

to make what is expected clearer. 

 

PMAC hopes that the project will begin to engage 

with producers and exporters in early 2014 to 

undertake the same process. It is possible the 

WPC independent review (following Fonterra’s 

Botulism scare) may identify some issues which 

may also affect the phytosanitary assurance 

system. 

 

Market Access work prioritization: 

MPI is upgrading its approach to prioritising 

market access requests to overseas markets. It is 

doing this to ensure it can put adequate 

resourcing into each active request to optimise 

the rate of progress. MPI has developed a set of 

questions that will allow it to compare market 

access requests between sectors, markets and 

products. Responses to all of these questions will 

be required from any organisations / sectors 

submitting a new request to MPI for assistance 

that requires a reasonable level of work. 

 

MPI will be approaching sectors over the next few 

months that have existing market access work 

underway to request that they complete the 

questionnaire. This will ensure that MPI has a 

complete set of data on current requests. 
 

Vegetable Seed Business Group 

Report January 2014 
 

The Business Group meeting at the Annual 

NZGSTA conference in Wellington was well 

attended with a number of issues being discussed.  

It must be noted there is a very diverse range of 

interests within the Business Group and the 

challenge is to make sure all these interests are 

represented and have a voice within the NZGSTA.  

One of the ways of ensuring focussed 

representation is by special interest groups being 

formed when items need to be addressed.  

Examples of these are the group that is working to 

resolve the brassica seed to China challenge, and 

the group that is working to update the Code of 

Practise. 

Current items of note are to this business group 

are:  

− Brassica seed exports to China.  Due to 

Leptosphaeria maculans being discovered on 

seed shipped from New Zealand to China, 

China is refusing to issue import permits for 

brassica seed.    

− There was the possibility of a Chinese 

official delegation visiting New Zealand in 

early 2014, but this will not be happening.    

− MPI and Chinese officials are having 

dialogue regarding the resumption of 

trade.    

− There has been an increase in the number 

of New Zealand Trade staff based in 

China.    

− Neil Kennington has returned from his 

posting in China and has been replaced.   

 

− APSA study tour to New Zealand.  

Unfortunately at the last minute this study 

tour to New Zealand was postponed.  It is 

planned to go ahead in the future.  
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NZGSTA will keep members informed about 

future dates and opportunities 

for being involved.  

− Code of Practise.  The Vegetable Seed 

Business Group Code of Practise (COP) 

is being reviewed by a special interest group.  

Charlotte Meehan is chairing this group and 

any members who wish to participate in this 

review should contact Charlotte.  

− Import Health Standard (IHS), seed for 

sowing.  There has been no recent contact 

with MPI on possible IHS revisions regarding 

vegetable seeds.  Any information received 

from MPI will be circulated to members for 

discussion.   

 

If there are seed related issues, any member 

would like addressed by NZGSTA, please contact 

the office so these can be raised in the 

appropriate forums. 

 Mark Johnson Chairman Vegetable Seed Section 
 

Grain Business Group Report January 2014 
 

New Zealand Grain Industry 

The harvest of barley and wheat is now gaining 

momentum with it still being too early to pass 

judgment on yield. In Canterbury rain towards the 

end of December will have added to the potential 

of the mid to late planted crop. At least average 

overall yields are expected but as is always 

favourable harvest conditions will be necessary.   

North Island maize crops enjoyed good spring and 

early summer growing conditions. The December 

and January environment has been generally 

conducive to crop growth with a good mix of 

warm weather and adequate rain. Crops are 

generally well set but rain will be needed during 

February and March to add much needed weight 

to the crops. With firm milk prices most of the 

silage would appear to have already “found a 

home” while the grain crop will be in demand.   

 

End Point Royalty List Update 

The list of cultivars lodged on the NZGSTA website 

has recently been updated. The update notice was 

only sent to companies that already had entries 

on the on the list. Please notify Tricia if your 

company is not currently included and you require 

cultivars to be listed.  

 

MPI Risk Management Protocols 

It has been reported several times that MPI are in 

the process of refining the Risk Management 

Protocols for Zea mays (maize, sweet corn and 

popcorn), in relation to the lab testing procedures 

for maize dwarf mosaic virus (MDMV).  

 

It should be noted that MDMV is already on the 

pest list. Where country freedom from or a clean 

field inspection report is available there are no 

material issues and no changes are being 

considered. This review seeks to clarify the science 

around the testing regime as a robust diagnostic 

tool eg seed transmission rates, testing methods 

and sample size required. Some useful progress 

has been made and we await the draft revision for 

comment. Members will be advised when it is 

available.    
 

Any members wishing to contribute or who 

require more information may contact me. 
 

Delivering value to members 

There was discussion at the November conference 

with respect to the how the Association is 

delivering value to Grain Group Members. We 

wish to keep this discussion on the radar and 

would request any member with suggestions to 

feed them through to us for consideration. 
 

Business Group Vice Chair 

At the November AGM Peter Burton was elected 

Vice Chair for the Grain Business Group. Peter is 

well known to members and brings considerable 

industry knowledge to the benefit of the group. 

Please contact Peter or myself if you have any 

material issues.    
 

Australian situation  

Much of the recent discussion has been in relation 

to the Queensland drought and associated 40 

degree plus temperatures. There has not been a 

planting rain for summer crops resulting in a 

reduction in the sorghum area and maize has 

relied on irrigation. Crops in the South and West 

of the country are reported to be good so there 
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will be more internal movement of grain in 

addition to the normal export activity. 
 

Barry McCarter, Chair Grains Business Group 

 

MEMBERSHIP – Application 

A strong membership base is crucial to our ability 

to advance our mission and we’re pleased to 

announce that a new company have joined the 

NZGSTA.  
 

All members are now being notified of the 

application through the Newsletter. 
 

Bruce Harrison Professional Manufacturers’ 

Representative (based in Hamilton), has applied to 

be a member of the Association. 

 

SEED INDUSTRY OFFICE – Open for business 

The Seed Industry Office finally relocated to its 

permanent home on 9 December:- 

 

185 Kirk Rd, Innovation Park, Templeton 

PO Box 8605, Riccarton, Christchurch 8440 

Telephone number is: (03)349 8430 
 

New office location provides better access for 

members, as it is handily located on the southern 

outskirts of Christchurch, just off State Highway 1.  

[Turn-off near “Cookie Time” on the Main South 

Rd].    

 

We are only  10 minutes from the airport. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As an added feature members are encouraged to 

visit the office to utilise the boardroom for 

meetings, re-charge a cell phone, send a fax, or 

just stop in for a coffee break.  

 

Please let Tricia know if you wish to book the 

boardroom. tricia.radford@seedindustrynz.co.nz 

  

OFFICE OPENING – 19 March 2014 

To celebrate our new office location, all members 

are invited to attend a function on 19 March 2014 

at 185 Kirk Rd, Templeton.  Details to follow. 

 

 

NZGSTA CONFERENCE – 2014 

We hope to hold this year’s annual conference in 

Dunedin. 

    

Further details will be available in our March/April 

2014 newsletter. 
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We would like to take this opportunity to thank our sponsors for their 

continued support: 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

           Sth Island Seed Dressing & Storage 

 

 
Meeting Schedule of NZGSTA 
Executive Council for 2014 
 

- 19 March – 185 Kirk Road, Templeton 
- 13 May –  185 Kirk Road, Templeton 
- 15 & 16 July – Wellington 
- 18 September – 185 Kirk Road, Templeton 
- 22 October - Dunedin 

 
Please advise Thomas Chin of any matters you wish 
to have discussed at a meeting. 
 
 


